Most Westerners as well as many Muslim Sunnites associate the Shiite tradition with politics and religious radicalism. This unfortunate misconception is due, above all, to the Iranian revolution of 1979, which witnessed the rise to power of modern Shiite fundamentalism. However, since its inception in the first two centuries of Islamic history and to this very day, the Shiite world has exhibited significant esoteric and mystical tendencies. In fact, in its very essence, the Shia may be viewed as an esoteric and mystical tradition in Islam, the emergence of which perhaps predates the rise of Sunnite mysticism, including Sufism.

The esoteric and mystical dimensions of the Shiite tradition are particularly evident in the Ismāʿīlīyya, which first appeared as a separate Shiite fac-

---

tion in the second half of the ninth century CE. These dimensions merit an interreligious examination, especially vis-à-vis medieval Jewish mysticism. Indeed, various scholars in the field of Jewish studies have demonstrated the existence of links and affinities between the Ismāʿīlī tradition and Jewish mystical philosophy, Jewish mysticism, and the kabbalah, primarily in Spain and in the Yemen. Other scholars as well have called attention to the potential benefits latent in this line of research. In addition to their phenomenological significance, the similarities between the Ismāʿīlī tradition and medieval Jewish mysticism are important from a historical perspective and may be explained against the geopolitical background of the western Mediterranean in the tenth to twelfth centuries. It was during this long period—between 909 and 1171 CE, to be more precise—that the Fatimid Empire ruled in North Africa and in several areas of the Islamic east. The dominant Ismāʿīlī caliphate was extremely productive in its philosophical, theological, mystical, eso-


teric, and scientific literary output, and it seems to have had an impact on the religiopolitical sphere and on the intellectual scene in al-Andalus, that is, Muslim Spain.

As to Jewish mysticism from the ninth to the twelfth centuries, the situation is rather different. In contradistinction to the flourishing of writings in the Ismāʿīlī world, this era can be defined as the “black hole” of Jewish mysticism, given that we know very little about Jewish mystical literature or Jewish mystical writers during this period. As has been previously suggested by scholars, and as we hope to show in this article, medieval Ismāʿīlī literature can shed some light on certain elements and processes in the obscure prehistory of medieval Jewish mysticism and kabbalah.


9 See, in addition to the references above in nn. 4–5, Idel, “The Sefirot,” 270–77; and Daniel De Smet, La quiétude de l'intellect: Néoplatonisme et gnosie Ismaélienne dans l’oeuvre de Ḥamīd
I. THE FALLEN DEMIURGE

The North African Fatimid Empire held close ties with the Ismāʿīlī community in the Yemen, which had already been founded toward the end of the ninth century. And it is a Yemenite Ismāʿīlī work that is of special interest to the current discussion. This work, titled Kanz al-walad (The treasure of the child), was written in Arabic by the Yemenite Ismāʿīlī author Ibrāhīm b. al-Ḥusayn al-Ḥāmidī (who died in the year 1162 CE.). Al-Ḥāmidī was the religious leader of the Ṣayyībī community in Yemen, the Ṣayyībīs being a small though important Ismāʿīlī faction that had split off from the Mustaʿlī branch after 1130 CE. In Kanz al-walad, al-Ḥāmidī presents the reader with a cosmogonic myth that is quite rare and radical in the landscape of medieval Islamic mysticism. The myth, termed “the drama in heaven” by H. Corbin, recounts the crisis in the divine world of the ten intellects, a crisis that generated the creation of the lower, physical worlds and that set in motion human sacred history.

According to al-Ḥāmidī, the intellects comprising the divine world were initially equal to one another in terms of their spiritual rank, after the Creator had created them “all at once” (dafʿa wāḥida). However, it was the first intellect, or “the first created being” (al-mubdaʿ al-awwal), that first realized and acknowledged the divinity and unity of the Creator. The second intellect, who had emanated from the first and who is therefore termed “the first emanated being” (al-munbaʿ ith al-awwal), quickly followed suit, recognizing both the oneness of the Creator and the supremacy of the first intellect. In contradis-
tinction, the third intellect, called “the second emanated being” (al-munba‘ith al-thāni), while admitting the supremacy of the first intellect, failed to acknowledge the unity of the Creator as well as the precedence of the second intellect over him:

The second emanated being praised the first created being, sanctified him, glorified, honored, and exalted him. However, he did not testify as he had done concerning the divinity of the Exalted One, glory be to him. This was in a way of excessiveness, unmindfulness, and negligitness, and was carried out neither intentionally nor deliberately. He was also unmindful of the first principle that serves as the basis for everything; he did not devote himself to his companion who had preceded him by his action, i.e., the first emanated being, and did not acknowledge his precedence and superiority. He was thus perfect in his own self, but imperfect in his action, for he did not attain the second perfection with all its duties and boundaries. He therefore remained in his state of potentiality which is his first perfection—i.e., life, which is the source of all and is their first perfection.

Then the first emanated being began summoning that world to [the truth]. Some responded and repented, praising, sanctifying, and glorifying both him [the first emanated being] and him to whom he was summoning them and guiding them [the first universal soul (or the second intellect) from the universal/first intellect. See Ebstein, Mysticism and Philosophy, 95 n. 64 and the references there.

16 That is, the third intellect.

17 Or exaggeration, ‘alā sabīl al-ghuluww. In other words, the third intellect viewed the first created being as God Himself. Al-Ḥamīdī is perhaps alluding here to early Shiite sects which, among other radical notions, deified ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭalib (Muhammad’s cousin and son in law) and the imams (“leaders”, see the following note) and were therefore termed by later heresiologists ghulāt (exaggerators). On this term, see Heinz Halm, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der frühen Ismā‘īlya: Eine Studie zur islamischen Gnosis (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1978), 142–68, and Die islamische Gnosis: Die extreme Schia und die ‘Alawiten, Die Bibliothek des Morgenlandes (Zurich: Artemis, 1982); Matti Moosa, Extremist Shites: The Ghulat Sects, Contemporary Issues in the Middle East (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1988); Hossein Morarressi, Crisis and Consolidation in the Formative Period of Shi‘ite Islam: Abū Ja‘far ibn Ḥiba al-Rażī and His Contribution to Imamite Shi‘ite Thought (Princeton, NJ: Darwin, 1993), 19–51. On the problems related to the use of the term ghulāt, see Amir-Moezzi, Divine Guide, 129–30.

18 On the term “boundary,” see also n. 22 below. As to “the second perfection” (al-kama‘al al-thāni), based on the teachings of his Ismā‘īlī predecessors and in line with medieval Arabic philosophy in general, al-Ḥamīdī posits two forms of perfection: “the first perfection” (al-kama‘al al-anwal) that pertains to man’s physical existence, and “the second perfection” that concerns his spiritual, intellectual, and ethical dimensions. However, contrary to most medieval Arabic philosophers, al-Ḥamīdī views “the second perfection” as dependent upon the recognition of the imams. According to the Shia, the latter, who are descendants of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭalib and of his wife Fatima (the Prophet’s daughter), are the sole legitimate leaders of the Islamic community and are the ultimate mediators between God and man. Thus, the perfection of the intellects in the upper, spiritual world, which depends upon their recognition of the celestial hierarchy, reflects the perfection in the world of man, which likewise depends upon the believer’s recognition of the hierarchy in human society. See also Daniel De Smet, “Perfectio prima—perfectio secunda ou les vicissitudes d’une notion: De S. Thomas aux Ismaëlïens Ta‘yyībites du Yémen,” Recherches de théologie et de philosophie médiévales 66 (1999): 254–88.

19 Al-da‘wa, see n. 12 above.
created being]. . . Those who responded formed parties, one party after another, [altogether] seven parties. They became consecutive ranks, one after the other, every rank following the former one. . . These are the seven emanating intellects to which allusion has been made. . .

The second division refrained from responding. All were perplexed. They devoted themselves neither to the Creator nor to the [first] created being, nor to any one of the two emanated beings. This was due to their own imagination which was formed on the basis of unmindfulness, neglectfulness, and doubt, not because someone had acted upon them; for evil has no source in creation [i.e., in the world of the ten intellects]. Hence, the second [emanated being], who, being unmindful of the action incumbent upon him, remained in his state of potentiality, acted from his own self, by means of his own self, and within his own self; not as a result of an intention of the first [intellect] nor of the second [intellect], and in accordance with justice and the sentence of wisdom.

The emanated intellects whose forms existed were organized in ranks according to their response to the first emanated being. Then, with the light of their Creator, they shined upon the tenth [intellect];20 and out of compassion, mercy, and justice, they turned towards him, granting him support and succor, and informing him of that concerning which he had failed.21 This was intentional, owing to his sanctification of the venerable boundary [the first created being].22 He perceived what they had informed him, repented, and returned [to the Creator], acknowledging that concerning which he had been neglectful. This is spiritual Adam, who has no body.23

20 That is, the second emanated being who had fallen from his initial rank as the third intellect to the bottom of the divine world; on this fall, see also al-Hāmīdī, Kitāb kanz al-walad, 83, 132.

21 In other words, they informed him of the Creator’s divinity and of the superiority of the first emanated being (ibid., 83).

22 The fallen, tenth intellect is shown compassion and forgiveness and is prevented from falling outside the divine world due to the fact that he had sanctified the first intellect; see ibid. The term “boundary” (ḥudūd; also “limit,” “border”) signifies both the spiritual entities in the upper worlds and their equivalents in the world of man—the prophets, the imams, and the Ismā‘īlī da‘wa organization. In the Ismā‘īlī worldview, these various celestial and earthly entities are all organized in a hierarchal manner. Accordingly, in addition to acknowledging God’s unity, the believer must recognize the hierarchies that make up the universe and humbly accept his own rank in them.

23 Al-Hāmīdī, Kitāb kanz al-walad, 67–69:
According to al-Ḥāmidī’s cosmology, it is the fallen, tenth intellect who, thanks to the divine support granted to him by the higher intellects, governs the lower worlds. However, despite his salvation, the negative outcomes of his failure could not be contained:

During the summoning, that world was divided into the right side which is the world of command, the angels who are close [to God]. Their forms are spiritual, intellectual, luminous, and full of light; they are supported by the sun of creation and by the moon of emanation,24 the lights of both, as well as their brightness and blessings, shining upon them. They are in the quarters of holiness; every [intellect] praises, sanctifies, adores, extolls,25 and exalts the intellect that precedes him, the one to whom he is adjacent and whom he follows. They are safe from the great horror,26 they are tranquil and merry.

The second division was to the left side, as a result of their failure to respond, their persistence in not returning [to the Creator], their doubt, polytheism, and deviation from the true path; for they did not devote themselves to him whose rank was contiguous to theirs [i.e., the second intellect], though they had been summoned from him and by him. They did not respond to the first eminated being together with those who had responded and returned [to the Creator]; nor did they recognize the venerable and honored boundary [the first created being]; nor did they devote themselves to any of the intellects that occupied the seven ranks. This was deliberate [on their part] and intentional, resulting from haughtiness and pride. They became blind and deaf; they slipped, went astray, and fell from the abode of subtlety to the existence of density.27

Note that the notion whereby created beings are divided into two groups, that of the left and that of the right, has its origins in the Qur’ān and in its classical exegesis. According to the Islamic tradition, on judgment day, the righteous ones will be given the books in which their deeds are recorded in their right hands, whereas the evil ones will be given their books in their left hands; see Qur’ān 56:8–9, 27, 41; 69:19, 25. The theme of left-right in Islamic literature demands a separate discussion; suffice it to say that the cosmogonic and theosophical aspects of this theme that are characteristic of al-Ḥāmidī’s thought are lacking in the Qur’ān and in its classical exegesis. Elsewhere in al-Ḥāmidī’s work (Kitāb kanz al-walad, 97), the left side is also called “the world of creation” (‘ālam al-khalq). The terms “the world of command” (mentioned at the beginning of this passage) and “the world of creation” are a recurring motif in medieval Islamic philosophy and mysticism, and
Al-Ḥāmidī goes on to describe how the sinful division of the left,\(^{28}\) termed “the third emanated being” (al-munbaʿīth al-thālīth), fell from the divine world and evolved into matter and form (hayūlā wa-ṣūra), thereby functioning as the origin of the corporeal worlds:

[The third emanated being] became dense and turned into two: matter and form. Form is the life that is alluded to by [the term] “the sensory soul,” and matter is “the growing soul.” ... \(^{29}\)

Matter and form are the third emanated being, which refrained from responding. For the second division, which persisted [in its sinning] and was haughty, became dark, all being mixed with all; it became two, double things mixed together, the beginning of space and time. \(^{30}\)

This “drama in heaven” is clearly analogous to the earthly battle between the Ismāʿīlī community and the Shia at large and their evil foes, the Sunnites. Al-Ḥāmidī draws a parallel between the first and second intellects, on the one hand, and the “speaker prophet” (al-nāṯiq) and his “foundation” (āsās), respectively, on the other. \(^{31}\)

The forces of the left, who failed to acknowledge the high rank of the second intellect, correspond to the companions (ṣahābā) of the Prophet Muḥammad, the majority of whom did not acknowledge the

---

\(^{28}\) Al-Ḥāmidī (Kitāb kanz al-walad, 295) explicitly refers to these cosmogonic events as “the first sin among the spiritual ones” (al-khaṭiʿīlāl-ḥul li-l-rūḥāniyya).

\(^{29}\) Or al-naṣf al-dhissiya and al-naṣf al-nāmiyya (ibid., 112, 127), as is more common in medieval Arabic philosophy.

\(^{30}\) Ibid., 86–87.

\(^{31}\) According to Ismāʿīlī teachings, human history comprises seven cycles. Each cycle is inaugurated by a “speaker prophet” who is responsible for formulating and delivering to mankind a shariʿa, a holy divine law, though there are diverse opinions as to the status of the shariʿa in the first cycle (that of the “speaker prophet” Adam) and in the last one (the messianic age); see Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, index, s.v. “nāṯiq”; and Daniel De Smet, “Adam, premier prophète de l’E´cole des Hautes E´tudes, Sciences Religieuses 137 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2009), 187–202. Each of the seven “speaker prophets” is followed, in turn, by a “foundation” (also called “legatee,” waṣī, and “silent one,” ṣāmidi) who is responsible for the bāṭin, the inner, esoteric aspect of religion. Muḥammad, for example, was the “speaker prophet” in the sixth cycle (the cycle of Islam), and his “foundation” was ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib (see Daftary, The Ismāʿīlīs, index, s.v. “āsās”).
high status of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib (the cousin and son in law of Muhammad) nor his right to inherit the Prophet as leader of the Muslim community. To be exact, al-Ḥāmidī differentiates between two groups among the forces of the left: one group did acknowledge the high spiritual status of the first intellect, yet kept this belief hidden; whereas the second group did not even acknowledge this. These two groups parallel the division among the companions of Muhammad: various companions willingly believed in the Prophet yet did not follow ‘Alī, while others were “hypocrites” (munaqiqīn), in other words, they did not truly believe in Muhammad and hence, their conversion to Islam was not sincere. The first group among the forces of the left, that is, those who secretly acknowledged the status of the first intellect, were placed in “the highest ranks of nature, in the celestial spheres; they are the sensory soul alluded to by [the term] ‘form.’” The second group, which did not acknowledge any of the ten intellects, became “the world of generation and corruption, the growing soul alluded to by [the term] ‘matter.’”32

Al-Ḥāmidī dedicated much of Kanz al-walad to describing the emergence of the physical world and, in particular, the evolution and progression of human sacred history. This history, comprising numerous cycles, is marked by the ferocious battle between the forces of good (the imams and their followers in each generation)33 and the forces of evil (their rivals); the final victory will only be achieved in the messianic age. Yet how is this battle linked to the “drama in heaven” described above? A detailed answer to this question will fall beyond the scope of this article; suffice it to say that the restoration of the divine world to its initial state becomes the responsibility of the Ismā‘īlī believers themselves. By means of their faith and religious deeds, and especially by the adherence to their imams and the da‘wa leaders, the Ismā‘īlīs are able to reestablish the pristine order in the upper world of the ten intellects. Throughout the many cycles of human history, the spiritual “forms” (ṣuwar) of the imams and their followers are all gradually assembled together into one single form that constitutes a nonphysical, luminous figure. The organs of this figure are composed of the spiritual forms of the Ismā‘īlī community. According to al-Ḥāmidī, this figure eventually ascends to the divine world, more precisely, to the level of the tenth intellect, which, as described above, had fallen from his initial rank as the third intellect. This process enables the tenth intel-

32 Al-Ḥāmidī, Kitāb kanz al-walad, 99–100, in English, “... the angels, who are the first intellects (al-lāhūliyya) of the heavens and [in whose ranks] there is no life outside of the heavens...”

33 On the imams, see n. 18 above.
lect itself to rise to its original rank, thus restoring the divine world to its original, pure state.\textsuperscript{34}

Al-Ḥāmidī’s cosmogonic myth, cosmology, and soteriology were elaborated upon by other Ṭayyibī authors in subsequent generations.\textsuperscript{35} Much of this rich Ṭayyibī tradition still awaits research (not to mention the many manuscripts awaiting publication);\textsuperscript{36} yet \textit{Kanz al-walad}, written approximately a century before the kabbalistic text that will be examined in what follows, will be sufficient for the purposes of the current discussion.

\textbf{II. ANGELS, DEMONS, AND CELESTIAL WARS}

There are several affinities between al-Ḥāmidī’s work and various kabbalistic texts, primarily those that discuss the concept of “emanation on the left.” The most significant affinities are (1) the integration of a mythical worldview with a cosmological scheme of ten emanating entities (sefirot in kabbalah), a scheme influenced (at least to some extent) by Neoplatonism and Aristotelianism,\textsuperscript{37} (2) the separation between the first three emanations and the later seven ones, and (3) the perception of evil as originating in the divine world and as existing independently of or parallel to it.

The notion of an independent evil realm existing side by side with the divine world is considered to be one of the most important innovations of kabbalistic literature.\textsuperscript{38} Although the innovative nature of this kabbalistic notion

\textsuperscript{34} For more detailed descriptions of this process, see the references above in n. 14.


\textsuperscript{37} On the neoplatonic influence referred to here, see De Smet, \textit{La quiétude}, 290–302. Note that the term sefirot was adopted by the kabbalists from the enigmatic treatise “The Book of Creation” (\textit{Sefer yetzirah}). However, whereas in the Book of Creation this term signifies the system of decimal counting, for the kabbalists it came to indicate the scheme of the ten emanating entities. On this matter, see, e.g., Yehuda Liebes, \textit{Ars Poetica in Sefer Yetsira} [in Hebrew] (Tel Aviv: Schocken, 2000), 12–15.

\textsuperscript{38} On the perception of evil in early kabbalistic sources, see, e.g., Joseph Dan, “Samael, Lilith and the Concept of Evil in Early Kabbalah,” \textit{AJSR} 5 (1980): 17–40, and \textit{History of Jewish Mysti-
has been called into question by a number of scholars,\textsuperscript{39} it is nevertheless clear that it was a central theme in medieval kabbalah, more so than in any other genre of Jewish literature. In fact, this notion was articulated by the kabbalists in diverse ways, from their earliest compositions in the late twelfth century to this very day.

In kabbalah, the link between the forces of evil and the left side of the divine world has two main aspects. First, schematically speaking, the world of the ten sefirot or emanations is separated in many kabbalistic teachings into three vertical divisions: the right division, representing the sefirot of mercy or “grace” and “benevolence” (hesed); the left division, representing the sefirot of severity or divine justice (din); and the middle division, which includes the sefirot that maintain the balance between the first two divisions. This balance enables both the upper and lower worlds to continue existing. Second, the left side is often viewed in kabbalistic literature as the abode of an alternative, evil system that parallels the sefirot, or, more commonly, it is viewed as “the other side” (sitra ahra), that is, as an evil realm existing outside Divinity proper. The origination of the evil forces in the left side is explained by the kabbalists in different ways; according to their explanations, the evil forces emanated

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Schneider, “Myth of Satan,” 287–88; Dan, “Samael.”
either before, after, or during the emanation of the sefirot, specifically from the third or fifth sefirot of binah (wisdom) and gevurah (severity) respectively, which both belong to the division of divine justice.

While discussions concerning the ontological nature of evil within Divinity figure in various kabbalistic sources, the most important milieu in which this issue was developed was that of Rabbi Isaac Hacohen, his disciple Rabbi Moses of Burgos, and Todros b. Jospeh Abulafia, who were active in the second half of the thirteenth century in Castile, Spain. In their rather eclectic treatises, one may find some of the most explicit and significant descriptions of the way in which the evil powers emanated from the divine world. And it is precisely the eclectic nature of these works that is of particular interest to the current discussion: the fact that Rabbi Isaac Hacohen, Rabbi Moses of Burgos, and Todros b. Jospeh Abulafia incorporated in their treatises diverse traditions concerning the nature and emanation of evil indicates that these treatises do not necessarily reflect their authors’ own innovations, but should rather be perceived as evidence for the existence of earlier Jewish speculations on the question of evil, speculations about which we know very little and that would later be developed by various kabbalist writers.40

Among the different traditions that are found in their works, the most relevant one for our discussion is the tradition concerning the emanation of evil forces from the third sefirah of binah or teshuvah (repentence), which is located in the left division of the sefirot system. This tradition appears in a treatise of Rabbi Isaac Hacohen that was later titled “Concerning the Emanation on the Left” (Maamar [teshuvah] al haatsilut hasmalit).41 In a section of this work that aims at explaining “how the armies of the accusers in the heaven are organized” (maarekhet tsevaot hameqatregim asher bashamayim), it is said that these evil forces

40 For a recent discussion on the origins of their traditions, see Ram Ben-Shalom, “Kabbalistic Circles Active in the South of France (Provence) in the Thirteenth Century” [in Hebrew], Turbiz 82, no. 4 (2014): 569–605.

41 See Rabbi Isaac Hacohen, Maamar (teshuvah) al haatsilut hasmalit, in Kabbalot rabbi yaaqov ve-rabbi itshaq bney rabbi yaaqov hacohen, ed. Gershom Scholem, Madaey hayahadut 2 (Jerusalem: Hamadpis, 1927), 244–64.
it—for both good and bad, for existence and eternal establishment as well as for everlasting bareness and disgrace.\footnote{Ibid., 249: שוליצאאלותושודקהתולעמהלכתוליצאןיבלידבמךסמתוליצאותואוהבושתהחכמלצאנדחאתוליצאמוארבנםלוכןהמעתורז, סלענהןודאהןוצרהחכמתוקוקחתובוהצתופורצתוכזתולדבנתולעמםלכ. תוליצאחכמלצאנהלידבמהךסמהווארדלןוממשלןהתיחצנהדמעהלוםויקלןההערלןההבוטלןהתוליצאינימונממולצאתישיאנתלעהלחתמלצאנהבושתה. ולצאנשתוליצאה, המשלפתההתיהםותוליצאןיעמווחומנוהלחתבכורזח, שארםש.} 

From the separating screen called “Mesukhiel” emanated the souls of the good angels.\footnote{Elsewhere (ibid., 260), Mesukhiel is said to have been the seventh leader or commander (sar) emanating from teshuvah.} However, while these souls were still hidden and in their state of potential existence,

a world emanated from alien forms and corrupting imaginations (mitzorot zarot u-midimyonim mashhitim). The name of the head of [this] emanation, a commander [or leader, sar] of all the soldiers, was “Qamtiel.” These are the cruel ones who began to accuse (leqatreg) and confuse the emanation. Immediately a herald (karoz) came out from the commander of teshuvah called “Karoziel” and “the divine voice of teshuvah” (bat kol hatsuvah), saying, “Mesukhiel, Mesukhiel, destroy what you have created; gather your emanations to yourself; for the King of all Kings, the Holy One blessed be he, does not desire that they exist in the worlds for the same emanation [by] which they had emanated.” They then returned to their initial state and were obliterated; as they emanated, so did they cease to be.\footnote{Ibid., 249–50: שיתיחשמםינוימจำหนזמדחאםלועלצאנםירזכאהםההלאלאיטמקםילייחהלכלערשתוליצאהשארםש, לאיכוסמרמאוהבושתהלוקתבארקנולאיזורכארקנההבושתהרשתאמזורכאצידימותוליצאהלבלבלוגרטקלוליחתהשבקהםיכלמהיכלמןוצרןיאשיפלךילאךיתוליצאףוסאתארבשהמברחהלאיכוסמקםייקתישה, ולצאנשתוליצאה, המשלפתההתיהםותוליצאןיעמווחומנוהלחתבכורזח.}}

It was only after the consecutive emanation and destruction of two more evil worlds,\footnote{Ibid., 250: זםהלםיארוקהאופרהימכחוםיבכוכוםיעיקרולצאנםחכמו, 'תכליבכוכ.' This is in accordance with the famous Midrash mentioned by Hacohen (ibid., 250) that states that before the creation of our world, God “used to construct worlds and destroy them”; see, e.g., Bereshit Rabbah 9:2.} made up of two additional evil commanders (Bliel and Itiel) and their respective armies, that the good angels finally came into existence. These angels included seven armies led by seven commanders, “from whose power heavens and stars emanated; those who are wise in the field of medicine (ve-hakhmey harefia) call these ‘the seven planets.’”\footnote{Hacohen, Maamar, 250: מそこיאלאחרשהבראתאפקאיציותאךילופשאיאכרומ耵מלפוסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופסיהןופס云南省ל干部职工והמייהרחאתויםלכםכלפל. This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0 on Tue, 17 Nov 2015 09:28:05 AM All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions} However, at this point, seven parallel commanders emanated all at once, headed by Samael: Zaafiel,
Zaamiel, Qatsafiel, Ragaziel, Avriel, and Meshulahiel. These are “the commanders of jealousy and hate” (sarey hakinah ve-hasinah). Consequently, a fierce war ensued between the seven good angels and their armies, on the one hand, and the seven evil commanders and their forces, on the other. This war will continue until the end of time.

Two points are worth emphasizing here. First, according to several passages in Hacohen’s treatise, the ongoing battle between the evil and good emanations ultimately results from the actions of Lilit, Samael’s spouse:

I will give you a hint: the reason for all the jealousies between the aforementioned [evil] commanders and the [good] commanders of the seven factions, the factions of the holy angels who are called “the guardians of the walls” (shomrey hahomot)—what arouses jealousy and hate between the organized [forces] of heaven and the soldiers that are the armies on high—is one form (tsura) that is unique to Samael: Lilit. She is like the image of a female’s form; Samael is like the form of Adam, and Lilit is like the image of Eve. Both of them were also born a spiritual birth with two faces, in correspondence with the form of Adam and Eve below and above; two forms of twins. Samael and Elder Eve [= Lilit, havah savta], who is “northern,” emanated below the divine throne (kise hakavod). The sin caused this fool [Lilit] [to act] for the sake of her shame and disgrace, in order that she may be destroyed and bear no fruit above. Because of the northern one [Lilit], who was born under the divine throne, the legs of the latter collapsed and became a bit shorter, and the smell of each one reached the other: the smell of the male reached the female and the smell of the female reached the male, through Gamaliel and the ancient snake Nahashiel. Ever since, the snakes gained power and received the form of biting snakes.

47 According to another passage (ibid., 260), ten evil emanations emanated after or from the seven good emanations that had initially emanated from teshuvah (a-min hazayin va-hala neetslu eser katot hatigrah). Three of these evil emanations were destroyed (i.e., Qamtiel, Bliel, and Itiel), whereas the remaining seven engaged in a continuous battle against the seven good angels.

48 Ibid., 250–51.

49 That is, they were born androgy nous, a notion reflected in various traditions that are found in both rabbinic and kabbalistic sources.

50 That is, in the upper, spiritual and in the lower, corporeal worlds.

51 Both Samael and Lilit are called “Northern,” based on the verse in Joel 2:20 and on the Midrash (for a reference, see Hacohen, Maamar, 251 n. 4).

52 On these figures, see Hacohen, Maamar, 252 n. 1.

53 Ibid., 251–52.
How exactly the erotic relationship between Samael and Lilit caused the war between the forces of good and the forces of evil is unclear. One tradition in Hacohen’s treatise mentions “a great jealousy” between Samael and Ashmeday, king of the demons, over the younger Lilit (lilit zeirta), the wife of Ashmeday; this jealousy brought about a war, which also involved a dispute between the younger and elder Lilit. Yet here too, the relation between the romantic quarrels of the demons, on the one hand, and the battle between them and the good angels, on the other, is not given any clear explanation.

The second point in need of emphasizing is that in Hacohen’s treatise it is said that all emanations are spiritual and have no corporeal forms whatsoever. Moreover, it is stated that in essence, the evil emanations on the left are only relatively evil, since they ultimately originate in the divine world itself, more precisely, in the third sefirah of binah:

Their intention is [directed] at the Lord of all, who has created them according to his will and volition from the root of the aforementioned emanations that had emanated from the power of the emanation of teshuvah . . .

Their foundation and work is true and honest; they utter no dishonest words, nor are there any lies or falsehood among them.

According to another explanation, God created two worlds: first, he created the world of the ten sefirot, “a world which is all good” (olam shekulo tov); and then he created a world “which is all bad” (olam shekulo ra). Concerning the latter, it is stated that although it has no share in the world which is all good, its emanation does not begin in a bad emanation; this is what we said at the beginning of our discussion, namely, that he chooses only good. And [even] if after that good, he created from it a bad [world], our understanding does not grasp the depth of this hidden secret, for it is sealed.
Having analyzed al-Ḥāmīdī’s cosmogonic myth and Hacohen’s traditions concerning “the emanation on the left,” we are now in a better position to compare our two texts. We will first highlight the similarities and then the differences between them (Sec. IV), and conclude with a discussion of the historical value of these similarities and differences. This final discussion will likewise include a few methodological observations on the notion of “influence.”

To begin with, both the twelfth-century al-Ḥāmīdī and the thirteenth-century Rabbi Isaac Hacohen present us with a cosmological scheme of ten emanating entities: in al-Ḥāmīdī’s work, these are the ten intellects; and in Hacohen’s treatise, these are the ten sefirot. More significantly, in both cases the intellects or sefirot are perceived as dynamic and mythic figures. Now the scheme of ten intellects was introduced into the world of medieval philosophy by the famous Muslim philosopher al-Farābī, who died in 950 CE.; this scheme was then adopted by the well-known Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna, d. 1037 CE.), and was incorporated by his Ismāʿīlī contemporary, Ḥamīd al-Dīn al-Kirmānī (died after 1020 CE.), into his own theological system.59 From al-Kirmānī, who was active in Fatimid Egypt (among other areas), the notion of ten intellects passed on to the Ṣaṭṭābī-Imāmī tradition in the Yemen. To the best of our knowledge, al-Ḥāmīdī, who predated Hacohen by about a century, was the first writer to integrate the cosmological scheme of ten emanating beings into a mythic framework, such as would later become the hallmark of many kabbalistic systems.60

Furthermore, in the mythic cosmogonies of both al-Ḥāmīdī and Hacohen, a crisis occurs at the third level of the divine hierarchy, be it the rank of the third intellect (al-Ḥāmīdī) or that of the sefirah teshuvah/binah (Hacohen). This crisis involves or results in the emanation of evil forces, which are placed on the left side of the divine world.61 Thus, in both works a dualist system is


60 See De Smet, La quiétude, 304–7, where a comparison is drawn between the ten sefirot of kabbalah and the ten intellects of al-Kirmānī. However, it is only in al-Ḥāmīdī’s work that the ten intellects are perceived as mythic entities, in a very similar way to what one finds in many kabbalistic writings.

61 Note that in Hacohen’s treatise (Maamar, 250), the emanation of the seven evil commanders and their armies is said to have occurred “in one moment and by means of one [divine creative] saying” (bērege ehud u-vemaamar ehud). Similarly, al-Ḥāmīdī (Kitāb kanz al-walad, 66, 133) emphasizes that the whole cosmogonic process that he describes in his work—“from the moment when the world of creation [ʿālam al-ibdāʾ], that is, the world of the ten intellects] appeared by
conceived in which the forces of good are in constant conflict with the forces of evil. This conflict originates in the divine world itself, it is manifested on earth and in the framework of human history, and it will only be resolved at the end of time. However, the dualist system is ultimately created by the one and same God and, accordingly, the evil emanations within it are in essence good. Al-Ḥāmidī stresses that “evil has no source in creation [in the world of the ten intellects]”; and similarly, in Hacohen’s treatise it is emphasized that “the world which is all bad” originates in a good rather than in a bad emanation. In addition, in both works it is claimed that the intentions of the evil protagonists were initially positive: the third intellect, according to al-Ḥāmidī, simply desired to attain a rank that was not his, that is, the rank of the second intellect; and Samael, according to Hacohen, “was not called evil by nature, but rather only wished to attach himself [or devote himself, lehitdabek] and to draw ever closer to an emanation that was not of his kind.” It seems that al-Ḥāmidī and Hacohen were seeking to preclude a more radical understanding of their dualist myths, one that would posit an absolute evil bereft of any positive qualities; or perhaps they were trying to mitigate and moderate an already existing, radical tradition of this sort.

It is also significant that our Shiite and Jewish authors view the conflict in the divine world as the source and as the reflection of the earthly battle between the Shiite-Islāmic community and their Muslim Sunnite rivals (al-Ḥāmidī) or between the Jewish people and Edom, that is, the Christians (Hacohen). This battle, in its worldly and spiritual dimensions, will only end at the messianic age; hence the importance of eschatology and messianism in both works. One may add that the notion of “a chosen community”—an

---

62 See above at 153.
63 See above at 162.
64 Hacohen, Maamar, 251:
65 Concerning Kanz al-walad, see above; as to Hacohen’s treatise, see Maamar, 253, 258, 261, 263–64.
elect minority that enjoys an intimate relationship with God and, consequently, suffers the persecutions of jealous enemies only to be saved in the messianic age—this notion is common to both the Jewish and Shiite medieval traditions, particularly in their mystical and esoteric formulations.66 Perhaps the common conception of a historical crisis and future redemption may help us understand why al-Ḥāmidī’s Kanz al-walad shares another idea with Hacohen’s work (or with many other kabbalistic and rabbinic sources, for that matter): that of the believer’s ability and responsibility to assist the divine world in its process of rehabilitation. As stated above, al-Ḥāmidī perceives the restoration of the divine world to its pristine state as dependent upon the faith and actions of the Ismāʿīlī believers themselves. This idea is extremely radical when compared to other conceptions of man-God relationship in medieval Islamic mysticism; viewing the divine world as having gone through a crisis and, therefore, as being in desperate need of man’s help would indeed appear as sheer blasphemy to most mystics in Islam. However, the perception of man’s active and even theurgic role vis-à-vis the divine world is commonplace in traditions from the rabbinic period onward and particularly in kabbalah.67 A passage from Hacohen’s treatise will serve to illustrate the similarities in this context between the worldviews of al-Ḥāmidī and Hacohen:

We have also received [a tradition] concerning this matter according to which the attribute of malkhut [kingdom] has, in addition, three heads (rashim) in the image of three pillars (amudim).68 The latter carry her [malkhut], perform her work, and guard her from all sides. In fear and in silence, trembling, they turn the chair (hakise) from one emanation to the other until [they reach] yedid hashem,69 who shows her his fondness and kisses her through yesod olam.70 From there the commanders of hesed and gevurah receive her in fear and in great, awe-inspiring, wondrous silence, while

---

68 Malkhut is the last and tenth sefirah. The view presented here, namely, that below the ten sefirot there are three more emanations, is rather idiosyncratic. Perhaps Hacohen is attempting here to reconcile the scheme of the ten sefirot with the Jewish tradition concerning God’s thirteen attributes.
69 “The friend of God,” that is, tiferet (beauty), the sixth sefirah.
70 “The foundation of the world,” the ninth sefirah.
trembling. *Hesed* and *gevurah*, who are the inner emanations, receive her, and it is as if great rivers of water gush forth from them or flares of fire, the flame of God. She becomes hidden among them and concealed from all emanations, until the commander of *binah* and his soldiers come; they receive her in fear and in sublime silence, trembling, until they bring the chair to the divine throne, which is ascribed to *teshuvah*, whence his greatest soldiers appear. The commander of *hokhmah* presides over all. In tremor, shuddering and trembling excessively, they place the chair in the bosom of ancient *hokhmah*. The latter receives her with the words “Come, bride,” playing with her like a father who plays with his only daughter among sons. *Rom hamaalot* causes his blessing to flow on her through the father, for not every emanation is permitted to see spiritually and to perceive in a supreme way save through *hokhmah* and *binah*. Having received the blessing and playing, she bows down and prostrates herself before the awe-inspiring, sublime, and unique divine throne; the chair of *malkhut* then rolls and turns through all the unique commanders, returning again from one emanation to the other, as in the beginning. She finally resides between the two cherubs that are her arms.

This great, powerful flow, which is a pleasure for the inner souls and happiness for the spiritual bodies—all this was [true] when the land of Israel was still inhabited and the holy people were settled on it, when the [earthly] temple was aligned with the [heavenly] temple, one corresponding to the other; the [earthly] high priest officiated in correspondence with the [heavenly] high priest in holiness, purity, and fear, trembling, knowing how to concentrate his complete intention on each and every emanation, the external as well as the inner ones, causing a divine flow by the secret of the holy seraphim. . . . The poets [Levites] as well, in accordance with their rank and perception, concentrated their hearts on God, placing their fingers on the openings and cords of the violins, which arose songs and melodies. Then the blessing was aroused and the *shekhinah* rested upon them—each person according to his work and perception. It was then that the earthly Jerusalem and the earthly temple became the desire and delight of all nations, and the fear of [Jerusalem’s] inhabitants governed all those who saw it and heard about it.

71 “Grace” and “severity,” the fourth and fifth *sefirot* respectively.
72 “Wisdom,” the second *sefirah*.
73 “The highest grade,” either *keter* (crown, the first *sefirah*), or perhaps *hokhmah*.
74 That is, *ntsa‘ah* (eternity) and *hod* (majesty), the seventh and eighth *sefirots* respectively. The upper *shekhinah* (see n. 76) parallels the lower *shekhinah* that rests in between the cherubs, above the holy ark in the temple; see Hacohen, *Maamar*, 247 n. 1.
75 *Hamaqom*, literally, “the place.”
76 The *shekhinah* was identified in kabbalah with the tenth *sefirah*, *malkhut*.
77 Hacohen, *Maamar*, 246–47:
According to this passage, the flow of divine abundance upon the Jewish people and the world at large through the tenth sefirah of malkhut is dependent on the existence of the earthly temple in Jerusalem and on the ritual performed therein by the high priest. In other words, the religious activity of the Jewish people directly influences the condition of the divine realm and, specifically, it enables the ascension of malkhut to the uppermost echelons of that realm. As mentioned above, the notion of man’s influence on the divine sphere is characteristic of the kabbalistic worldview, and the description of malkhut’s ascension to the upper levels of the divine world is well known in kabbalistic literature.78 This description brings to mind the eschatological fate of the fallen, tenth intellect in al-Ḥamdī’s Kanz al-walad: this fate is directly linked to the religious-historical circumstances of God’s chosen community, the Ismāʿīlis. The ascension of the tenth intellect will occur at the end of time with the advent of the messianic figure of the Shia—the mahdī (the rightly guided one) or qāʿim (he who rises), who will reestablish Shiite rule over the entire world.

IV. DIFFERENCES

Any comparison between two texts must take into account the differences between them; often, these differences are no less significant than the similarities. What are the diverging points between Hacohen’s treatise and al-Ḥamdī’s work?

In terms of literary style and thematic, al-Ḥamdī’s Kanz al-walad is a long, well-structured, and coherent work, in line with the conventions of medieval Arabic philosophical and theological literature. In contradistinction, Hacohen’s treatise is short,79 unorganized, and eclectic; it is quite evident that Hacohen was attempting to integrate diverse traditions drawn from various sources, written as well as oral ones. Thus, Hacohen states that he found the

---


79 Whereas al-Ḥamdī’s work is over 300 pages long, Hacohen’s treatise has just twenty pages (in the printed editions).
traditions concerning “the emanation on the left” in a booklet that the elders of the city of Arles (Provence) had once shown him. It was old “and its writing was coarse, different from our writing [quntres ahat hi mishanim rabot u-kiti-vato gasah meshunah miktivatenu].” It was written by a certain rabbi from Jerusalem named Matsliah ben Platya and was brought to Arles by Rabbi Ger-shom who hailed from Damascus. Hacohen adds that the material that he had found in this mysterious booklet contained exactly the same teachings as those that he later received from his brother, Rabbi Jacob Hacohen.80 Whatever the historical reliability of these statements, it is clear from his treatise that Rabbi Isaac Hacohen derived his materials from different sources and that he endeavored (perhaps unsuccessfully) to incorporate them into one coherent system.81 Furthermore, contrary to the theosophical and theological aims of al-Ḥāmīḍ in Kanz al-walad, the main objective of Hacohen seems to be angelology and demonology; he appears to be more interested in explaining the origin of angles and demons and how one may fight or manipulate them through magical means than in any detailed theosophical discussion.82

Finally, al-Ḥāmīḍ’s Kanz al-walad reflects in a clearer way various pre-Islamic “Gnostic” traditions.83 For instance, al-Ḥāmīḍ maintains that the third intellect had sinned and fell to the bottom of the divine world, and likewise holds that our physical world originates in the evil forces of the left. These two beliefs are absent from Hacohen’s text: a cosmogonic fall is attributed neither to Samael (though he is said to have sinned) nor to the tenth sefirah, malkhut (though her ascension to the upper realm of the sefirot system brings to mind the final redemption of the fallen, tenth intellect in al-Ḥāmīḍ’s work). In addition, according to Hacohen’s treatise, our physical world emanates from the seven good angels, not from the bad ones.84 The blunt “Gnostic” elements in al-Ḥāmīḍ’s work and in Ṭayyibī literature at large are not surprising: from an early stage in its formation, the Shiite world was very receptive of “Gnostic” traditions, serving as a channel through which these traditions passed into the world of Islam.85 Conversely, the impact of Islamic

80 See Hacohen, Maamar, 248–49.
81 Compare, e.g., the tradition concerning “the emanation on the left” (ibid., 249–50) with that found on 260; or the tradition concerning Samael and Ashmeday (255–57) with that found on 260–61.
82 Ibid., 252–58.
84 The demons in our world, however, are naturally all under the influence and control of Samael; see Hacohen, Maamar, 258.
orthodoxy and theology appears to have taken its toll even on a bold author such as al-Ḥāmidī: his work is much more theological and much less mythical than Hacohen’s text, as is evident, for example, in the latter’s discussions of Samael and Lilith.

V. CONCLUSION
What can we make of the similarities and differences between al-Ḥāmidī’s cosmogonic myth and Hacohen’s traditions concerning “the emanation on the left”? Beyond the phenomenological interest one might find in them, what is their historical value?

On the one hand, it seems incorrect to speak here of any direct Ismā‘īlī influence on Hacohen’s text or on its sources. Despite the fact that al-Ḥāmidī’s work is earlier than Hacohen’s treatise, an influence of the former on the latter is hard to demonstrate, as there are no traces of Arabic vocabulary or Ismā‘īlī terms in Hacohen’s Maamar [teshuvah] al haatsilut hasmalit. On the other hand, the presence of a mythic, cosmogonic-cosmological scheme of ten emanating beings in non-Jewish sources that predate the appearance of kabbalistic literature is quite significant, especially in view of the fact that these sources belong to an intellectual tradition that is known to have had its impact on various aspects of medieval Jewish thought. In other words, while the differences delineated above (see Sec. IV) make it clear that no direct influence of one text on the other can be established, the similarities (Sec. III) prove that there is more here than a mere phenomenological or structural resemblance. It appears that in the current context we need to find a third path, as it were, one that would allow us to compare our two works and ascertain their broad historical-cultural nexus, without assuming, however, a direct impact of one work on the other.

More specifically, and as explained above, there are three main elements that bind Maamar [teshuvah] al haatsilut hasmalit and Kanz al-walad together: a cosmological scheme consisting of ten emanating entities, a mythic perception of this scheme, and a dualistic or semi-dualistic conception according to which the evil powers in creation emanated at the third level and on the left side of the divine world. These elements or features can hardly be

86 The possibility of an Ismā‘īlī influence on Hacohen was raised by Idel, “The Sefirot,” 270 n. 169.
87 See above at 157.
88 See above at 163–64.
dismissed as a mere coincidence in the history of Jewish and Islamic mystical ideas; rather, they seem to point to some form of intellectual contacts between the Jewish and Ismāʿīlī worlds.

Although the exact nature of these contacts remains unclear, there is no doubt as to their existence. It is worth drawing attention here to the Hebrew quotation that is found in the oeuvre of the aforementioned Ismāʿīlī author Ḥamīd al-Dīn al-Kirmānī. This quotation includes, *inter alia*, the famous rabbinical dictum according to which “the world was created by ten [divine] sayings.”

Al-Kirmānī interprets this saying as referring to his own cosmological scheme of ten emanating intellects; the saying, in turn, was to play a central role in kabbalah where it was linked to the concept of the ten sefirot. From the analyses of this curious quotation carried out by Idel and De Smet, it is evident that as early as the beginning of the eleventh century, Jews and Ismāʿīlīs were exchanging traditions and ideas regarding the Neoplatonic and Aristotelian-inspired system of ten emanating beings. However, the mythic and dualistic (or semi-dualistic) dimensions of this system would only appear a century later, in the work of al-Ḥāmidī. Whether or not al-Ḥāmidī, who was indeed influenced by al-Kirmānī’s writings, was reproducing or reformulating mythic and dualistic conceptions that were already known in al-Kirmānī’s time cannot be given (as yet) a clear-cut answer. What is clear, nevertheless, is that very similar conceptions—cosmological, mythic, and dualistic—reappear in Hacohen’s treatise in the thirteenth century. One may conclude, therefore, that one of the most important themes in theosophical kabbalah—that of the mythical ten sefirot—has its origins in the twelfth century, if not earlier; and that these origins cannot be fully understood without referring to the contacts between Jews and Ismāʿīlīs. Conversely, the radical thought of al-Ḥāmidī, with its roots in al-Kirmānī’s oeuvre, likewise cannot be fully fathomed without taking into account the subtle links between the Jewish and Ismāʿīlī milieus.

Hence, rather than being perceived as a “source of ___,” al-Ḥāmidī’s work should be viewed as “evidence of ___”; in other words, given the great lacuna in our knowledge of Jewish mystical traditions in the centuries leading up to the emergence of kabbalah, al-Ḥāmidī’s *Kanz al-walad* serves as a window through which we may gaze at a world that is otherwise concealed from our eyes. In this world, mystical traditions passed from the Islamic milieu to the Jewish one and vice versa; this passage occurred in the form of a cultural dialogue, giving rise to such similar yet disparate works as *Kanz al-walad* and *Maamar [reshuvah] al haatsilut hasmalit*. Certainly, these two works each derived from many different sources and incorporated diverse traditions; the
Gnostic elements in al-Ḥāmīdī’s work and those dealing with Samael and Lilit in Hacohen’s treatise serve as good examples of this fact. At the same time, al-Ḥāmīdī’s work can be seen as a mirror reflecting intellectual processes that also occurred in the world of Jewish mysticism and that yielded a mystical discourse similar to that found in Kanz al-walad. Accordingly, the writings of al-Ḥāmīdī and Hacohen are products of a very similar intellectual environment, and as such shed light on one another.
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